
Goddess 1241 

Chapter 1241: Meet up 

 

Winsier didn't know Anxia's disappearance right away. 

It was the people he sent to find An Xia in Xia Country, and only then did they know that An Xia was 

missing. 

Winsier received the news and thought of An Qian the first time. 

Without evidence, he directly suspected that An Xia's disappearance had something to do with An Qian. 

The reason for the suspicion is also very simple, Xia's An Xia is too much like the emperor he once loyal 

to! 

As for the mad woman with distorted psychology, An Qian has been looking for a girl similar to the 

emperor all these years. 

An Xia from Xia Country was so similar to the Emperor Xiao that he even admitted his mistake. If An 

Qian knew her existence, she would definitely use all means to get people out of Xia Country. 

It was also Winsier's suspicion that he didn't waste time, and found a clue through his subordinates who 

had been working for An Qian. 

Following these clues, all the way down, finally found An Xia's whereabouts. 

The capital of crime-Gaso! 

I know that the person is already in Gaso, but I don’t know where he is. 

"Not yet, I can only make sure that Miss An is already in Gaso City." Curry replied respectfully, and said: 

"It takes an adult to hold Miss An Qian for a few more days." 

Let him hold on for a few more days! 

Winsier darkened his face, "I see her face now, I want to vomit!" 

"For the sake of Miss Ann, the adults should bear it." Curry comforted, "When you find Miss Ann, the 

adults will talk to Miss Ann. Maybe, Miss Ann will go back to the castle with you." 

Hearing this, Winsier paused his hand holding the crystal goblet. 

Then he said indifferently: "No, save the person and send it back to Xia Country." 

Send it back to Xia Country? 

Curry was a little surprised, "Send back to Xia Country? Next time..." 

He wanted to say, would he still let An Qian find it next time? 

"No next time." Winsier, whose eyes flashed ruthlessly, pressed the corners of his mouth, "I want to find 

a way to inform Xia Guo to let them know that the claws of the emperor domain have been extended." 



The relationship between Emperor Territory and Xia Kingdom is now getting worse and worse than 

before. 

If Xia Guo knew that the imperial domain had crossed the line, he would definitely act. 

And this action is definitely a heavy blow that the emperor domain cannot bear. 

That crazy and stupid thing An Qian, she hasn't seen the situation clearly yet! 

The existence of the imperial domain has become less and less tolerated by other countries. 

Curry lowered his eyebrows and replied respectfully, "Yes, my lord." 

There is no Emperor Territory without Emperor Anxia, it doesn't really matter whether it exists or not. 

Some time ago, Teacher Xia Guo of Lord Earl read a piece of Xia Guo ancient essays to the adults, which 

was taken from an ancient book full of great wisdom by Xia Guo. 

"If morality is not worthy, there will be disaster; if morality is weak and position is respected, wisdom is 

small but large intent, and strength is small but heavy responsibility is rarely enough." 

This means that if a person's virtues do not match his status, it will inevitably lead to disasters. People 

with bad morals have a noble status, and they are too weak but occupy a prominent position, which is 

not conducive to the development of things. 

This sentence is most suitable for the present Miss An Qian. 

Miss An Qian, who was incapable, didn't even know that Emperor Domain was in her hands, not toward 

glory, but toward destruction. 

The imperial domain is destroyed, and the adults are very happy to comment. 

Curry left soon, and Winsier sat on the sofa, listening to the "cracking" of the firewood in the fireplace, 

his blue eyes quietly staring at the snow scene outside the glass. 

Snow flakes, and the mountain is silent, so it's another day to pass. 

The snow fell in Ruishan all night, while the sun set in the west in Gaso. 

An Xia lay quietly in the cellar, waiting for the people she was waiting for. 

At night, about two o'clock in the morning, An Xia heard very light footsteps. 

Someone came in, some fell, the locked iron jail was opened, and some came in. 

The eyes blinded by the blindfold moved slightly, not aggressive, and even very familiar. 

This is- 

Bluebird? 

Why is she here? 

Rao was as calm as An Xia, but also a little surprised. 



"Xia Xia..." 

A slight voice came into his ears, yes, it was indeed a blue bird. 

An Xia moved her body, she didn't need the blue bird to reach out for help. She stood up lightly, with 

her hands tied and her feet tied, and she sat miraculously. 

Ye Jian: "..." 

This also works? 

She still wants to help her sit down. 

Moreover, Xia Xia's calm demeanor didn't mean she knew who she was! 

The soft cloth in his mouth was pulled out first, and An Xia exhaled a long breath. 

"How did you come?" 

An Xia asked when the breath came out. 

Ye Jian curled her lips, "How did you guess it was me?" 

She really didn't make any movement, how did she know it was her? 

An Xia smiled, and she hadn't spoken for a long time, her voice was a little gritty, "breath." 

The breath of the blue bird is particularly clean and enigmatic, a bit like the snow dripping from the 

leaves after the first snow melts in the deep mountains and old forests. 

You don't need to distinguish it in particular, as long as you get close you will know it is her. 

Ye Jian raises his eyebrows, his breath distinguishes people, he has to be very familiar and get along for 

a long time to do it. 

But she and Xia Xia hit it off right away, the longest getting along is the training of Xueyu and Polang. 

The rest of the time, let alone meet, there is no opportunity to speak. 

Never thought that Xia Xia was already familiar with her breath. 

Ashamed, she has not yet reached this point. 

"Then I need to work hard." Ye Jian replied with a smile, his voice was so soft that he seemed to blend in 

with the night, and he needed to listen carefully to hear it. 

An Xia smiled heartily. 

The blindfold was removed, and there was no sunlight or eyes opened for a long time. At the moment 

the blindfold was removed, there was a slight discomfort. 

The two looked at each other, clearly in danger, but they could smile easily. 

Seeing this, Ye Jian felt relieved. 

It's so easy, and it shows that there is no sin. 



"Send you all out, it looks like the situation outside is a bit complicated." An Xia asked, "Have you run 

into a tough one?" 

Let the special fighters of the Snowy Brigade come out, it must be lively outside! 

An Xia thinks about it, the killing that has been pressing in the bones is like a volcano, and it is almost 

uncontrollable. 

Ye Jian hadn't noticed yet, and answered her softly, "It's not bad, mainly because there are people here 

who have something to do with Gasoline's Eagle Gang. It's a little more complicated." 

Gaso Eagle Gang, Anxia knows. 

Go all the way with the vulture gang. 

The two gangs still have enemies. 

After pondering for a few seconds, An Xia said: "Look for the enemy who is looking for the Eagle Gang, 

and distract the enemy. After removing the person, he will directly blame the Eagle Gang on the 

enemy." 

After that, he raised his eyes to look at Ye Jian, and asked politely, "What do you think?" 

Uh… 

Ye Jianjing looked at An Xia, who made the blame for planting and arrogant, very fair, and taking it for 

granted. Well, she thought it was very good. 

"The enemy of the Eagle Gang, I'll go out and ask." 

I really don't know who the Eagle Gang's enemy is. 

It's not a big deal. Go out and ask Gasoline's national police. They must know. 

An Xia pursed the corner of her mouth, choked when she reached her mouth, and asked, "Who is it for? 

Ask immediately and know?" 

If not, then she said it. 

"The national police of Gasoline, they should know." 

Oh, that's very clear, ask immediately and know immediately. 

An Xia didn't ask any more, I believe Jade Bird can handle this kind of thing. 

Take the time to ask the outsiders clearly, "How is it out now? Who are you? Are you here to catch 

them?" 

 Chapter 1242: If you don’t cooperate, use force to resolve 

 

Time is running out, and neither of them has much time to talk about the past and talk, and go directly 

to the main point, so that Ye Jian can evacuate smoothly. 



At this moment, An Xia has already thought about the outside situation a bit complicated. 

Wouldn't it be complicated to involve the Eagle Gang in Gasoline City? 

Ye Jian didn't talk too much nonsense, and quickly replied softly, "It's good for the time being. In 

addition to Xu Yong, there is a second target person. She is the mistress of the eagle gang boss." 

"I was communicating in Gaso City, and temporarily received a task. I need to cooperate with the Mu 

team to rescue you. At the same time, I will arrest Xu Yong." 

"The real name of the second target, Qiuying, has not been verified for the time being. If it is of Xia 

Guo's nationality, it will be arrested and returned to China together with Xu Yong. If it is of another 

country's nationality, it will be dealt with separately." 

How to deal with it? 

Ye Jian did not say, An Xia also knew. 

How could she easily let go of Xia Guo's red cordon? 

An Xia rubbed his jerky eyes, and the sandy voice was like a rusty knife. It was still in the polishing stage. 

In the future, the blade will be sharp and blood will be seen out of the sheath. 

"Who is behind Xu Yong? Who is he going to sell me to?" 

Ye Jian's brows wrinkled slightly, and Yan Li Wushuang's face became cold, "Fei Jia. It was found in China 

that Fei Lao passed away three years ago, but his son Fei Weiye has been secretive, and asked someone 

to pretend to be Fei Lao and fooled. Pass." 

Xu Yong had a relationship with the Fei family, and An Xia reminded the clue. 

On the ship, Xu Yong and Xiangxian had a brief eye contact. It was such an eye contact in less than three 

seconds that made An Xia notice the difference. 

Later, she fed back the clues to the national police who boarded the ship, once again helping the 

national police speed up the speed of solving the case. 

"Have you found out who the seller is who bought me?" 

An Xia asked the last question again, her eyes locked on Ye Jian's face, and she didn't move for half a 

second. 

This is also the most difficult question to answer. 

Speaking out, Ye Jian worried that An Xia would be afraid. 

But it must be said. 

"Have you heard of a special institution-Emperor Domain, a head of state who is supported by the four 

major families abroad, and is similar to the Western League. It has high power and has its own private 

soldiers." 

An Xia: "..." 



Not only did she hear it, she was once the emperor of the institution. 

"The person who bought you is from Emperor Domain. This is the latest news we received this 

afternoon." 

Ye Jian's faint voice was frosty, "It's the one who wants to buy you, and the national police also received 

a tip. The current owner of the lord of the emperor has been looking for a girl who resembles the 

previous emperor Xiao. , The emperor domain buys you, it is very likely that you are very similar to the 

previous lord of the emperor domain." 

Not like, but the same person. 

An Xia bent her lips, "Really? Then when are they going to come over and buy me." 

Emperor Yu, An Qian, tut tut, she really wants to meet her old acquaintances now. 

I really didn't expect that the opportunity to return to the imperial domain came so suddenly. 

Suddenly she was not ready yet. 

She didn't need to make any preparations, she just revisited the same place. 

"I don't know when people will come from the Imperial Realm for the time being." Ye Jian said, and the 

coldness in his words was even worse. "For five years ago, the Imperial Realm and Xia Guo did not 

interfere or disturb each other, but with the incumbent Miss An Qian'an, the lord of the emperor 

domain, took office, and the relationship between the two sides became increasingly rigid." 

"The country is also trying to get in touch with her, and it is best for both parties to resolve it 

peacefully." 

A solution by force is not a solution, a peaceful solution, and the idea of preventing An Qian from 

spreading his paws to Xia is a domestic goal. 

But not the final idea. 

The final idea is: If you don't cooperate, use force to solve it! 

Chapter 1243: The origin of silver wire 

 

An Xia now knows more or less that the relationship between Emperor Territory and Xia Kingdom is not 

very good. 

An Qian's mind was flooded, and she wanted to come to Xia Guo to be a prestige and blessing, and 

wanted Xia Guo to hold her and follow her. 

Nonsence! 

Where does she come from? 

Since its establishment, the Emperor Territory has always respected and stayed away from Xia Guo, 

never interfered, and never even thought about surpassing Xia Guo! 



The only thing that intersects with Xia Guo is that she delivered the ashes of Grand Master Mu to Mu 

Chenyuan when she was in office. 

After that, there is no intersection. 

An Qian is a trash and can't do his job, but it's a first-class cattle to get into trouble. 

Now it's even better, and people come to Xia Guo to "buy" people! 

It is simply seeking a dead end. 

but- 

An Xia's eyes drooped and said, "It's not impossible to go to meet her." 

She really wanted to return to the emperor domain. 

Originally, her original intention to join the Xia Guo team was to return to her strength one day and to 

regain the imperial domain. 

Now, her strength is not much different from the previous life, and she can return to the Emperor's 

Domain. 

She wanted to return to the imperial realm, find out who was killed by herself in the past, and smoothly 

clear the door to get An Qian down. 

But Ye Jian smiled lightly, "Xia Xia, do you know what kind of existence the Emperor Territory is? You, 

I'm afraid there will be no return." 

"It's not so scary." An Xia said, no one knows what kind of existence the Emperor Territory is like. 

Ye Jian smiled and shook his head, only when An Xia's newborn calf was not afraid of tigers, "It's not 

terror, but its existence itself has problems. The current emperor domain—" 

"It's a long story, wait for you to go out and talk about it slowly." 

She came in sneakily and stayed here for a long time. 

An Xia: "..." 

The face is wooden. 

She doesn't want to listen after going out, she wants to listen now. 

Ye Jian has changed the subject and handed An Xia a piece of soft weapon she accidentally obtained 

many years ago-Silver Silk. 

This was the first time that she and Captain Xia fought side by side. The soft weapon obtained from a 

foreign criminal element was a soft weapon that could be used as a bracelet, and it was very suitable for 

girls. 

The origin of the "silver wire" is still unknown. 



"Silver wire, special material synthesis, you first hold it for self-defense." Passed it out and taught Anxia 

how to use it. 

Did not see, the moment An Xia saw "Silver Silk", her pupils tightened slightly. 

She saw this thing in her father's hands when she was a child! 

Later, the whereabouts are unknown, and I don't know who my father gave it. 

There was a stormy sea in my heart, and calmly asked, "Where did you get it?" 

"Ten years ago, I was still in junior high school, and I got it by accident. I don't know where it came from, 

but it's easy to use. You can try to see if it feels." 

Ye Jian also made a very simple example to let Anxia know how to use it correctly. 

An Xia looked serious in her eyes. 

Yes or no- 

As early as more than ten years ago, the Emperor Domain had silently immersed in Xia Country? 

If the imperial domain is immersed even in Xia Country, what about other countries? 

Is there a layout too? 

Thinking deeply, An Xia Moming had a cold back. 

If this is the case, can the imperial domain be tolerated by other countries? 

No country can tolerate another force infiltrating its own country. 

It's like piercing with a dagger, you have to pull it out! 

An Xia thanked him for receiving the silver wire. 

"You and me don't have to say thank you." Ye Jian smiled, her jet-black eyes are like a bend, very 

beautiful, "Thank you, you, thank you Mu team after you go out." 

"He asked me, can you find a lethal but inconspicuous soft weapon for you to bring in." 

Mentioned Team Mu again, An Xia asked, "Is he guarding outside now?" 

Ouch! 

Forgot to say! 

Ye Jian lightly patted his forehead, "I forgot to tell you first. Yes, Team Mu is outside, waiting for me to 

go out and give a message." 

"He also asked me to tell you, don't be afraid if you are inside. He has been guarding the outside and will 

definitely save you as soon as possible." 

Chapter 1244: I haven't seen it for a long time, I really miss it 



 

 

Mu Chenyuan has been guarding outside, staring at the surroundings, and even a little bit of wind and 

grass can't escape his eagle-like eyes. 

As for An Xia in the dungeon, some missed her boyfriend. 

I didn't particularly think about it before. I really didn't think so much about my boyfriend when I was 

behind bars. 

All I think about is how to save my life, how to deal with it, and **** the Quartet. 

Now that I heard that my boyfriend was outside, An Xia moved her fingers slightly, and said boldly, "Or, I 

go out to see him?" 

After thinking about the reason, she said again, "I haven't seen it for a long time, I have some thoughts." 

Ye Jian has also seen strong winds and waves, and many people of all kinds have seen it, but right— 

Well, my friend An Xia, she will see you for the first time. 

Can't laugh or cry, "Xiaxia, you are not on vacation." 

"Will I be locked up on vacation?" An Xia looked at her, of course she knew it was not a vacation. 

No, seeing the blue bird smoothly come in, thinking about going out and coming back on his own, it's 

not a big problem. 

The lord of the emperor domain has always had a big heart. 

The big thing is in her eyes, it is not a problem. 

In the end, An Xia failed to come out. 

But she gave Mu Chenyuan a word. 

When Ye Jian came out, the first sentence when he saw Mu Chenyuan was, "She is pretty good inside, 

except that she can't move around freely, everything is fine." 

That's what he said, but Mu Chenyuan was still uneasy. 

Jun Yan tensed, and said in a low voice, "Are there any injuries?" 

"No, the mental state is also very good. I think you are outside, but I still want to come out and see you." 

Ye Jian said, and smiled, "She's heart is big enough. Looking at the scared look, it's comparable to 

crossing. Fake." 

Mu Chenyuan has always known that his girlfriend is bold. 

But it was the first time he knew it. 

For a moment, I didn't know what expression or tone to use. 



After a while, Mu Chenyuan whispered: "It will take a few days before she is wronged." 

Closed, no matter how good your mental state is, how can it be compared to being outside. 

But I feel relieved after all. 

Although I knew where she was all the way, I didn't see anyone in a day, and I was always worried. 

People safe is good. 

Mu Chenyuan's back stiffened and relaxed a lot. 

Then Ye Jian said coldly: "When the fire outside burns up, it will be time for us to save people. Xu Yong 

and Liuying, don't even try to escape." 

These two people, no matter who is behind them, must be arrested and returned! 

As for the Emperor Domain, it was handed over to the relevant departments for communication. 

Winsier waited for Xia Guo to show up and restrained An Qian. 

At noon the next day, An Qian's face suddenly became gloomy after receiving a call, "Really? Do they 

think they have a lot of face? Tell them, people, I'm going to make a deal!" 

"Arrange it now, I'm going to Gaso now!" 

Want her to let go? 

There is no reason to let go of the people she wants! 

It's a mere oriental country, she really didn't care about it. 

Winsier really couldn't hold An Qian this time. Seeing An Qian so arrogant, he sneered in his heart. 

Said to Curry: "It won't take long to find her own way. She doesn't need me to act. She buried herself." 

Curry can't answer this. 

No matter how much Miss An Qian complains, she is also the current lord of the imperial realm. He is 

just the steward by the earl's side, and there are some things that he can't continue. 

Just listen quietly. 

An Qian went directly to Gaso City by private jet. 

When Fei Weiye heard this, he was overjoyed. 

To Xiangxian said: "Xianxian, arrange for me to meet with Emperor An Qian." 

"Yes." Xiangxian nodded. 

At the same time, Mu Chenyuan and Ye Jian received the latest order. 

Mu Chenyuan's thin lips were tightened, his eyes were full of solemnity, and then he only answered two 

words: "Understand!" 



Chapter 1245: The curtain kicks off 

 

Mu Chenyuan and Ye Jian still need to be steady, and they can't rescue An Xia right away. 

Although the Emperor Territory refused to let people go, they could not stop negotiating because of 

their refusal. 

Still need to continue to negotiate. 

Ye Jian knows the whole process very well. 

The best solution is peaceful. 

The firepower met, and finally fell behind. 

Of course, our country is not a ruin, and it is handled casually. 

There is sincerity and sincerity to discuss and discuss. When the courtesy is reached, if the other party is 

no longer reasonable, he will have his own way to deal with the unreasonable. 

Seeing Mu Chenyuan hung up the phone, his face was always a little dull, Ye Jian relieved him after 

thinking about it. 

"Don't worry, the above won't keep us waiting for long. When the time comes, we will act immediately." 

It's no use worrying now. 

After speaking, he asked him again, "You take the liberty to ask, do you guys perform many tasks 

abroad?" 

Not much. 

Mu Chenyuan shook his head, "Not many, but there will be." 

Compared with the snowy area, the missions performed by Powolf abroad are very few. 

Ye Jian talked about his experience and experience in performing tasks abroad, "Foreign countries are 

more troublesome than domestic ones, and identity is the biggest problem." 

"In special circumstances, we have to disguise our identity and appear, if something happens, you can 

also disguise your identity and disappear into this world." 

"In order to be able to return safely, we are extremely patient every time we perform a mission abroad. 

We must have a comprehensive strategy or a variety of action plans to act." 

"This is also true. If the Mu team believes in me, can I arrange the next actions?" 

Compared with Mu Chenyuan, Ye Jian has much more combat experience abroad. 

Mu Chenyuan didn't care about who arranged it, but in front of him, he was not worried about what Ye 

Jian said. 

What he is worried about is— 



Sighed: "What I am worried about now is that An Xia does not have much patience." 

No one knows An Xia better than him. 

Patience, An Xia lacked a little bit. 

It's not that she can't hold back her breath, but that her actions and decisions are always so unexpected 

and can't be viewed with normal thinking. 

Ye Jian was stunned by Mu Chenyuan's words, "Are you worried, Xia Xia will come out by herself?" 

Can't. 

impossible. 

Wouldn't you have such courage? 

Ye Jian has always been very stable, and radicalism has never belonged to her. 

An Xia is the opposite of her. 

Both shots and closings are unresponsive, fierce and ruthless, and when the knife is up and down, the 

grass will be wiped out. 

Let her wait too long, Mu Chenyuan worried that she would gradually lose patience. 

After all, she had been waiting for more than a month. 

"I won't kill it, because I really have to be able to use a bloodblade in the back, and she will wash the 

whole place with blood." 

Ye Jian: "..." 

Is it so cruel? 

"Really?" asked not particularly sure. 

Is Xia Xia so cruel? 

Mu Chenyuan nodded, "She really knows how." 

Ye Jian squinted his eyes, "Well, that's something to guard against. If you really want to wash the whole 

place and offend the eagles, we are afraid that we will have some twists and turns when we return to 

China." 

I really didn't expect that Xia Xia was so murderous, that a foreign country could be bold enough to 

directly wash the venue. 

It's nothing more than leaving the tail. Once the tail is flowing, it will cause some trouble to the body. 

In the evening, Mu Chenyuan and Ye Jian received the order: Act as soon as possible. 

The latest news is that An Qian, the lord of the emperor domain, has set off from Ruishan and arrived in 

Gaso City at four o'clock the day after two days. 



But she still has a tough attitude and will never let go. 

He has been polite first, and since the opponent is rude, then he will be the second soldier. 

In other words, Mu Chenyuan and Ye Jian need to rescue An Xia before four o'clock tomorrow 

afternoon. 

"Time is a bit tight, you have to let the enemy of the Eagle Gang pick up things first." Ye Jian whispered. 

Here, Mu Chenyuan has contacted the national police and asked who the enemy of the Eagle Gang is. 

No one else, but the vulture gang who wanted to kidnap and arrange An Xia. 

This is easy! 

Chapter 1246: eve 

 

 

Between the gang and the gang, there has always been a mountain that cannot tolerate two tigers. 

The same goes for the Vulture Gang and the Eagle Gang. 

Moreover, the two gangs are doing similar work, which makes them more competitive. 

However, the Eagle Gang is a century-old gang in Gasso City, while the Vulture Gang is a new gang that 

has emerged in the past two decades. 

The old and new gangs were destined to not coexist from the beginning. 

The bad things done by the Eagle Gang are all bad things on the surface. Sometimes they talk about 

justice, and occasionally they can sympathize with the old and weak women and children. 

But the Vulture Gang is not. 

The vulture gang did a bad job, all secretly bad things, 

As long as the gang can make money, regardless of his old and weak women and children, and his 

morality, all must make concessions for the money. 

Do all the dark things in the world with the most cruel means. 

When the vulture just got up, the old gang in Passo City really didn't look at it, and didn't pay much 

attention to it. This was the arrogance of the old gang. 

But it is this arrogance that facilitated the vulture gang to act secretly and cannibalize those small gangs 

at the fastest speed. It took only five years to become a new big gang in Gaso City. 

When the old gang reacted, the vulture gang had become a big tree and it was difficult to shake. 

Now that twenty years have passed, the Liangzi of the two big gangs has become stronger and stronger, 

and the feud has also been superimposed from generation to generation. It is either you or me. 

Ye Jian understood this clearly from Gasoline's national police. 



As for An Xia, he knew it from the beginning. 

Now she was waiting for the two gangs to fight each other, and she, fishing in troubled waters, killed Xu 

Yong first. 

In An Xia's heart, Xu Yong was already dead. 

Apart from his death, there is no second way to see him. 

Xu Yong himself didn't know. 

And I have the courage to run to An Xia, and show how strong he is. 

"Miss An, I want to tell you a good news. You can see the most distinguished guest tomorrow. This guest 

is richer and more advanced than Miss Ann. I don’t know that after Miss Ann met, Will you feel inferior." 

"Oh, what's the use of more money? Miss An, you still fall into my hands." 

"If you have money, you have to live to spend it. I don't know if Miss Ann regrets now that she was too 

high-profile at school." 

"At this point, I might as well tell Miss An, but if Miss An was a little low-key, it won't fall into my hands. 

Time and life, Miss An's wealth is really shorter." 

"In the next life, Ms. An should be a bit safer. Don't be so high-profile, don't let people know that you 

have money, low-key can save your life." 

This logic, this fallacy, An Xia wanted to kill him now when he heard it. 

It becomes a sin to have money. 

Money has become a reminder. 

To make it clear, it's all jealous. 

Gee, it's so pathetic. 

I don't have money, I am jealous that others have money, and I find a bunch of excuses to conceal my 

jealousy. 

Poor, he finally buried his life in jealousy. 

As for the noble man he said-- 

An Xia, who had not struggled all the time, began to struggle. 

Xu Yong wants to kill him, so please make good use of the waste before killing him. 

An Xia's struggle instantly lit up Xu Yong's eyes. 

He said so much, just to anger An Xia, he wanted to see An Xia struggle in front of him, humblely begging 

for mercy. 

This is what he wants to see most! 



Every time I see those rich people begging for mercy in front of him, my heart will be greatly satisfied! 

"Are you afraid? Miss An is afraid? No, I thought Miss An didn't know how to be afraid." Xu Yong was 

very excited. Swen Junxiu's face was distorted, "It's late, Miss An, you're scared now. late." 

A lot of nonsense! 

An Xia's throat made a sound of "Mum Mum Mum". 

Chapter 1247: Imperial territory 

 

 

After Xu Yong admired Hoi An Xia's struggle, finally, pretending to be compassionate, he tore off the 

towel tucked in An Xia's mouth. 

And pretending to say, "As Ms. Ann does not have a few days to live, I will show kindness and listen to 

what Ms. Ann has to say before her death." 

"If I can go back, I might be able to take the last words to Miss Ann's house, so that Miss Ann's family 

members will know something in their hearts, so as not to run out of financial and material resources to 

find them." 

"There are also several roommates of Miss Ann. If Miss Ann is willing, I can also pass the last words to 

them so that they know that people cannot come back to life." 

"Oh, am I very kind, am I very pleasing to Miss Ann? Why didn't Miss Ann think of being my girlfriend for 

a person like me?" 

"Or, Ms. Ann just looks easy-going on the surface, but in fact she looks down on men like us who have 

no money and power." 

Xu Yong was obsessed with whether An Xia looked down upon him. 

Must ask a result from An Xia's mouth. 

An Xia doesn't. 

If you can't kill him right now, you can get angry too. 

The cautious emperor will not obey the people he hates. 

Pulling out the towel, An Xia coughed heavily, and asked in a dumb voice, "Xu Yong, who are you going 

to sell me to? Who is the noble person? What is she going to buy me for?" 

"Ms. An still has so many questions before she died, why bother, it's better to be a little confused." No 

answer, Xu Yong stretched out his hand to firmly clamp An Xia's chin, squeezed it firmly, his eyes staring 

darkly." Now I am asking you, not you asking me!" 

"Say, did you look down on me from the beginning! Do you treat me as a toy to play as you want, or to 

throw away when you get tired of it!" 



The more I asked, the more ridiculous. 

An Xia shook her head vigorously, breaking free of his restraint, her hoarse voice drenched in the iron 

cage, with sarcasm, "I haven't looked at you, so why look down on it?" 

"I have money, but you don't have money. That's because you have no abilities and you got the wrong 

baby. If you are not reconciled to poverty, you can talk to your dad and your mother. You run to me and 

cry poor, and expect me to give you a little?" 

"Are you a toy? You know it in your own heart. You really want me to tell the truth. I'm really afraid that 

you can't stand it! Don't listen to it, you will be angry to death!" 

Speaking, An Xia trampled Xu Yong violently. 

If the crime is in her hands, don't blame her for being rude! 

But Xu Yong was so angry that he looked more savage, got up, raised his foot and wanted to kick An Xia. 

He really didn't dare to listen! 

I'm afraid to hear those bad words that trample on his self-esteem again. 

An Xia said loudly, "Break me, you think about how to confess to your nobleman!" 

In a word, drink Xu Yong. 

Xu Yong gritted his teeth and retracted his feet, gritted his teeth and said, "You have been 

eavesdropping on us!" 

"Need to eavesdrop? You and the woman have been talking in front of me." An Xia coughed and replied. 

He didn't drink much water, and his throat was so dry as a knife. "The noble man is so important, you 

hurt me, I see How do you confess!" 

"Miss An is really a smart person. At this time, she still knows to protect herself." Xu Yong sneered, 

gloomily, like an evil spirit wandering around the world. "What about smarter? I'm not going to die right 

away." 

"How do you know that I have to die? Maybe the person who sold me sees that I am beautiful, and he is 

reluctant to let me die?" It was a test to see if Xu Yong knew the reason why Emperor Yu sold her. 

Xu Yong really knew, but he didn't know enough. 

Hearing that, the smile on his face was full of malice, "Of course I know you will die, and I also know that 

you will die strangely." 

"Tell you a secret. The nobleman who sold you heard that he has a special hobby. He is most likely to be 

a pretty girl than himself." 

"Every girl she bought back will be disfigured by her first, and then let go of the evil dog, and bite those 

disfigured girls to death." 

Anxia pressed the corners of her mouth. 



An Qian's life is a nuisance, even her hobbies are so disgusting. 

Jealous of girls who are prettier than her? 

impossible. 

With An Qian's defiant temperament, it is impossible to be jealous of others. 

There must be other reasons. 

What is the reason? 

An Xia thought, and asked tentatively again, "I'm not pretty, unless your noble person looks particularly 

ugly." 

"Ms. An is self-effacing. If you are not beautiful, there are really not many beautiful girls. Ms. An's 

questions, it is better to wait for the noble person to come and ask in person." 

"I hope Miss Ann still has a chance to speak." 

After Xu Yong finished speaking, the phone in his pocket rang. 

It was Liu Ying looking for him. 

I don't know what Liu Ying said, Xu Yong said with a dark face, "I have a sense of measure, and I don't 

need your reminder!" 

An Xia is no longer interested in talking to Xu Yong. 

She knew everything she wanted to know. 

It was great that An Qian arrived the day after tomorrow. I met An Qian soon. 

Team Mu and Blue Bird rescued her, and she will still have the opportunity to meet An Qian. 

Xu Yong left with an angry face, and the iron gate was locked by him until the "Kang Kang" sounded 

again. 

Naturally, he didn't ask An Xia if he really looked down upon him. 

In fact, An Xia Zao told him the answer. 

Why don't you look down on him if you don't put him in your eyes? 

The iron gate closed, and the dungeon returned to darkness. 

An Xia hid quietly, with Tong Xiaoguan and the others in her mind. 

She is missing, they must be anxious. 

After spending a few months together, these little girls are really good to her, and she knows how good 

they are. 

Let her, who have never been to school, gain a period of no calculations, no conspiracy, only pure 

friendship. 



It's a pity, they won't be able to meet again in the future. 

Tianshu should have taken care of her belongings left in the school. 

She is missing, Tianshu and the others are naturally looking for it. 

I don't know what happened to them now, the guy Winsier shouldn't come here again. 

On Tianshu's side, Anxia's only concern was that they were found by Winsier. 

Besides, An Xia is not worried. 

Tianshu has been to Changhai several times. 

One is to ask the police for the latest developments. 

The second is to get rid of the supercar that Xu Yong sat on. 

There are also personal belongings in the school, Tianshu received An Xia's order early, sent them away, 

lost some, and took some back to the capital. 

An Xia knew that she would never be able to return to Changhai University, nor would she be able to 

meet with Tong Xiaoguan and the others, so she arranged the matter clearly. 

The affairs of Asicuo's father were also arranged properly, so that the Asicuo family had no worries. 

An Xia had forgotten the millions lent to Asicuo, but she never thought of taking it back from the 

beginning. 

Arranging everything, An Xia cut off his past with the school. 

Since then, Changhai has no more students An Xia. 

In the darkness, An Xia moved slightly, and faintly, she seemed to hear a sigh. 

Xia Houyu, who was far away in China, sighed at the same time. 

He handed the two photos back to Mu Changye, and sighed: "An Xia, this is an unwarranted disaster." 

Who ever thought that Anxia was so similar to the former lord of the imperial domain. 

Not only is it like, but the name is exactly the same. 

Mu Changye took the photo and looked at one of the photos with dignified eyes-An Xia, the lord of the 

imperial realm. 

After watching for a long time, it took a while before he said: "Shen Yuan, his brother, thanks to this 

emperor, can his soul return to his hometown." 

Chapter 1248: Hit hard 

 

 



The two photos are of Anxia, the difference is that one is the former Anxia, and the other is the current 

Anxia. 

An Xia used to have cold eyebrows and cold eyes, and the whole world was dismissive in the cold, like a 

snow-capped mountain standing at the end of the sky, the peak was high and steep, and no one dared 

to approach it. 

An Xia now has a cold eyebrow, but her black eyes smiled. It is like a red plum blooming in the winter. It 

is cold, but it adds a bright color to the winter. Although you can't pick it, you can stand and admire it. 

The two seemingly different people were born, and through the photos they realized they were the 

same person. 

After Mu Changye finished speaking, he looked at the photos again and said with emotion, "If they say 

they are the same person, no one will doubt it." 

picture! 

so similar. 

It looks like a person. 

How could there be two people so similar in the world. 

If he didn't know the details of An Xia, he would doubt that An Xia in the two photos was actually the 

same person. 

Xia Houyu said: "Age difference can still distinguish people who are not the same. Besides—" 

After the slight pause, there was a little more regret in his tone, "The amazing talent of the Emperor 

Territory is so beautiful, it can be seen that the sky is jealous of the talents. If he is alive now, how can 

the Emperor Territory be like a scene now." 

Although the country is not connected with the imperial domain and keeps a long distance away, such a 

special existence requires more or less attention. 

Especially in the past two or three years, the new lord of the imperial domain has been hostile to Xia 

Guo, which makes the country have to pay more attention. 

The imperial domain of the Western League was established at the time, and its practical intention was 

to allow the various countries of the Western League to closely contact and unite externally, whether it 

is resources, trade, ports, etc., to work together to suppress those countries that they thought would 

threaten the Western League. 

Once Xia Guo, Ximeng didn't pay attention to it, and even disdain to suppress it. 

It's different now. 

The current emperor has been asking for trouble again and again, is it really her personal reason? 

No, it is the Ximeng behind her! 



Xia Houyu looked at his superior with a deep gaze, and said: "The communication has been invalid many 

times. It seems that it can only be solved by force." 

Resolving by force is never the best solution, but sometimes a solution by force is more suitable. 

For example, right now. 

The courtesy first and the soldiers later is to tell the emperor domain that it will not end well if you 

make an inch. 

Appropriate use of force is to warn the other party, but also to deter the other party. 

Mu Changye put down the photo, tapped his finger at the desk rhythmically, and then smiled: "We need 

to use more effective force to solve it." 

"It's good to let the imperial realm have misery, and there is no place to find someone to reason." 

Ok? 

Xia Houyu was puzzled, but seeing the meaningful smile on Mu Changye's face, he knew that his leader's 

shot would defeat the Emperor's side. 

Moreover, he was still defeated until the Emperor Territory was a man with his tail sandwiched, and he 

did not dare to shout loudly. 

"Your arrangement is—" 

Xia Houyu asked. 

In exchange for Mu Changye's unpredictable smile, "With the cooperation of the old wolf that eats 

people and does not spit out bones from Xia Xinhui, you can rest assured on Gaso." 

"Man, I will bring it back to you in peace." 

That's the daughter-in-law of his son! 

Must be brought back. 

Even Xia Xinhui is out? 

Xia Houyu was surprised, "You and him, are you going to play a big game again?" 

Mu Changye smiled, calmly and calmly, slaying the dead, "We are also cooperating with another old 

friend, and their country is also embarrassed by the imperial domain. They join forces to give the 

imperial domain a taste." 

It's also indecent to come and not go, since the other party is hitting the door, is there any reason to 

avoid seeing it? 

Since the shot, it must be a heavy blow. 

There is no way to know all about Xia Houyu’s position as to how to strike out, only knowing that Gaso 

City is not peaceful today. 



Chapter 1249: Still afraid 

 

 

And An Qian, who was on a private jet, was having a nightmare. 

I don't know what I was dreaming about. I was so scared that my forehead was sweaty. In the dim light 

of the cabin, his face was so pale that he didn't have any bloodshot eyes. 

Observing carefully, you can see that her fingers are trembling. 

The personal phone kept vibrating, and it did not wake her from the nightmare. 

Earth Guard Adam, also her lover, picked up the phone, and the caller ID made his pupils tighten. 

Is the old emperor. 

Without hesitation, he walked to An Qian and awakened An Qian softly. 

"The Lord..." 

"The Lord..." 

The voice was very soft, for fear of worrying his master. 

It was also found that something was wrong with An Qian, Adam's face changed slightly, and he 

stretched out his hand to gently wipe the sweat for his master. 

The hand just stretched out, the next second, his forehead was pressed against the cold metal. 

"The emperor, it's me." Adam didn't panic, he lowered his eyebrows and spoke respectfully. 

An Qian, sweating profusely, glanced at him, and the fear she had brought to her in the dream receded 

from her face. She retracted her pistol and asked coldly, "What's the matter." 

"Your father is calling." Adam held a pistol in both hands, bent one leg, and changed to a kneeling 

position. 

An Qian suppressed the fear she gave her in her dream, and reached out to take her personal mobile 

phone. 

The phone vibrated again. 

It was her father, the old emperor Emery, who has now retreated to the second line and took her 

mother around the world to travel around the world. install. 

The old emperor Emery. Ann, there is a quarter of Eastern descent on his body, and his grandmother is 

from Xia Guo. 

Emery Ann married An Xia's mother again—also from Xia Country, family background unknown. 



Today, Emery. An's successor is a royal princess, and An Qian has inherited her mother's beauty 

perfectly. Because of the blood of the country of Xia, An Qian's beauty is not as gorgeous as her mother, 

but a little more delicate. 

It is this delicate point that took away Emery. Ann all sight. 

Today's Emory. An early forgets that he still has a late eldest daughter, An Xia, and only An Qian is in her 

eyes and heart. 

The phone is connected, Emery. Ann’s voice came through the phone’s microphone, displeased, “An 

Qian, you should put away your absurdity and stop doing things that worry me and your mother. You 

can understand.” 

An Qian heard her father's voice, closed her eyes lightly, and spoke very tiredly. 

"Father, who has filed a complaint with you again? I have been very safe lately and have been trying 

very hard to get close to Winsill, trying to make him your daughter's husband." 

"I'm very safe. Why do you think I'm doing ridiculous things? Is it ridiculous to make Winsier my 

husband?" 

"God, I'm completely confused, father, can you teach me what is not ridiculous?" 

He said aggrievedly, his opened eyes gradually gathered gloomily. 

Emperor domain, and father's eyeliner! 

She has cleaned it for nearly three years, but it hasn't been cleaned yet. 

Damn, who else in the imperial domain is the eyeliner of his father? 

Is it by her side? 

Who will it be? 

An Qian, who slowly got up, scanned the entourage in the cabin with a gloomy look. 

Not many, plus bodyguards and crew, less than fifteen people. 

Three of the fifteen people are Earth Guards to protect themselves. 

She absolutely believes in the loyalty of Earth Guard. 

What's more, her most trusted ground guard helped to keep an eye on her. 

So, are they other bodyguards? 

Thoughts flew, and I heard my father's angry voice again, "An Xia has been dead for five years, you have 

now got everything she used to, An Qian, those girls who are similar to her are just similar!" 

"I really want to know, why do you keep looking for a girl similar to her, is it in your heart that you still 

think you are inferior to An Xia?" 

Chapter 1250: Compete 



 

This is also the most annoying point of Emery Ann. 

In his eyes, An Xia, born to him and his ex-wife, was simply not a suitable candidate to take over the 

imperial domain. 

He admitted that the eldest daughter is indeed very powerful. 

Incompetence is very good in terms of ability and personal strength. 

But her biggest shortcoming is also his least favorite and most unacceptable point: disobedience. 

Very disobedient. 

I would never ignore his father's arrangements and would always fight against him! 

Sometimes what makes him even more irritating is that he can still see the contempt for him in the eyes 

of the eldest daughter. 

Contempt for his father? 

Where did she have the courage to treat him like this. 

The younger daughter is different. 

I always thought that I admired herself very much. No matter what she did, she would always look at 

herself with the most admired eyes and praise herself with the sweetest voice. 

She would say, "Oh my God, Dad, you are really amazing! I dare say that there is no Dad in the world 

that can compare to you." 

Or say, "Dad, are you an omnipotent robot? Are all the difficult problems unable to stump you?" 

He would suddenly jump into his arms and said coquettishly: "Dad, you must protect me for the rest of 

my life. Even if I get married in the future, you still have to protect me. My greatest wish is to be the 

little one that Dad will protect forever. Princess." 

When he said this, he could clearly see the dependence and trust in his little daughter's eyes. 

I saw the admiration and adoration of my daughter. 

I only have the happiness of being a father in front of my little daughter. 

Where's the eldest daughter? 

there has never been. 

In front of her, he never had the happiness of being a father. 

When the eldest daughter grows up day by day, her abilities and strengths become stronger day by day. 

After he was seriously injured and had to let the eldest daughter take over the emperor domain, he still 

had a panic that one day he would be killed by her personally. . 

He would be killed by his eldest daughter, panicking, like a prairie fire burning him all day. 



In the third year after the eldest daughter took over the imperial domain, he began to train his little 

daughter An Qian in secret. 

The second wife, the princess from the royal family, was also very supportive of his decision, so the two 

couples had great hopes for their youngest daughter. 

The little girl didn't let him down, she worked hard, and she trusted him as a father while she worked 

hard. 

Not only must whisper, "Father, if I replace my sister, you must continue to point me to it. You can't be 

lazy. I am scared without you pointing me around." 

Compared with the eldest daughter who doesn't need her own intervention, the youngest daughter's 

wholehearted dependence makes him feel particularly satisfied as a father. 

He used the cruelest way to train the eldest daughter, but failed. 

Raising the little girl in the most gentle way, finally made him very satisfied. 

But now, the little daughter who has always satisfied him, secretly tells him what he is doing, which 

makes him very angry. 

What made him even more angry, he saw the little daughter's fear of the eldest daughter! 

Emery An, with a pale face, sternly accused, "Where did your confidence go? Are you afraid of a dead 

person? Ansie, you disappointed me too much! You stay in the past and don't know how to move 

forward. Of you, is it really possible to protect the emperor domain?" 

"An Qian, I have doubts about your ability to protect the emperor domain!" 

"The girl from Xia country tied to Gaso, you'd better order to let them go right away, otherwise, Xia 

country's bright sword will make you burn out!" 

An Qian heard the clouds over her face. 

Is she afraid of a dead person? 

what! 

A dead person, what is she afraid of! 

She is not afraid! 

 


